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Annotation. This article presents actual problems, related to regional security, which occur in 
EU in the process of globalization. These long – existing practices of information-sharing and 
transnational police cooperation have accelerated in recent decades. Information travels 
instantaneously in cyberspace; speedy transportation brings the most distant and exotic lands within 
the reach of the intrepid traveller, including police officials; the world’s economy and financial system 
are intricately integrated and respond to butterfly disturbances in any part of the globe; crime and 
insecurity are not limited by borders. Globalization – the systematic interconnections among local and 
global conditions brought on by technological advances and emergent cultural syntheses – has 
changed security issues and policing priorities as transnational security threats, mostly various forms 
of illegal commerce, have expanded in parallel with legal commerce, communication and 
transportation1. Globalization affects peoples lives in many states; nevertheless, the ongoing changes 
do not after the system of the hierarcgy of human need: the most important needs of each person are 
needs for security and welfare2. Economic and political integration, the European Union being the 
most advanced example, have necessitated a concomitant integration, harmonization and cooperation 
among laws, policies and agencies. In the EU, this now means working in an incereasingly borderless 
“Schengen space.” 

This article aims to reveal the major threats emerging regional security and sought a proposal 
from the law enforcement authorities activities of overall coordination, discussed priority areas of co-
operation. 

Keywords: European Union, regional security, international organizations, globalization, law 
enforcement authorities co-operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

European Union (hereinafter - EU) gradually created a huge national borders unfettered 

space, where people can move around unhindered with out the border control. One of the 

cornerstones of the EU's privileges are EU citizens  enshrined the right of free movement.3 

                                                
1 Marenin O., Akgul A. “Theorizing Transnational Cooperation on the Police and. Intelligence Fields of 
Security,” in Ersel Aydinli, ed. Emerging Transnational  (In) security Governance: A Statist-Transnational 
Approach, New York: Routlenge, 2010 
2 Greičius S., Pranevičienė B. Challenges to Lithuanian national security: Security of  Society and Public Order : 
Proceedings of  scientific articles (10) / MRU. p. 31. ISSN 2029-1701 
3 D.Seniutienė. Migration processes of accession to the Schengen Area/ Security of Society and Public Order : 
Proceedings of scientific articles (4) / MRU. p. 186-201. ISSN 2029-1701 
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Though the right of free movement enshrined in the EU is founded, but it has required 

people to ensure a safe built environment and create an effective mechanism to control the 

external borders. In order to speed up the freedom of movement of the implementation, on 14 

June 19854 German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and French President Francois Mitterand's 

initiative, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, France and the Federal Republic of 

Germany in Schengen (Luxembourg) signed the Agreement for the gradual abolition of 

controls at their common (internal) borders. The Schengen Convention provides a common 

external border controls, common visa and asylum policy, police and customs co-operation 

rules and security measures. 

Europe is not the same place it was 50 years ago, and nor is the rest of the world. 

In a constantly changing, ever more interconnected world, Europe is grappling with new 

issues: globalisation, demographic shifts, climate change, the need for sustainable energy 

sources and new security threats. These are the challenges facing Europe in the 21st century. 

Borders count for very little in the light of these challenges. The EU countries cannot 

meet them alone. 

Topicality of the theme shows that the biggest difficulty we face is still responding to 

any changes in the fight against crime and illegal immigration, the development of the 

European area of justice, improving the safety of all persons using the risk of serious crime 

detection tools, as well as ensuring a proper balance between security and privacy. This 

requires EU Member States to mobilize forces.  

The object of research - possible areas of cooperation of the law enforcement 

authorities, eliminating threats to regional security in the context of globalization. 

Aim of the article - to analyze the European Union's legal framework provisions, to 

assess the impact of globalization on regional security. 

In order to answer the problem of the subject, the article used to study the methods of 

analysis, analogy, generalization, analytical, systematic methods. The basic method – the 

study the scientific references, it is a collection of data from the scientific references and EU 

law. 

 

                                                
4 The Schengen Agreement is a treaty signed on 14 June 1985 near the town of Schengen in Luxembourg, 
between five of the ten member states of the European Economic Community. It was supplemented by the 
Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement five years later. Together these treaties created Europe's 
borderless Schengen Area, which operates very much like a single state for international travel with external 
border controls for travellers travelling in and out of the area, but with no internal border controls. EU OL L 239, 
22/09/2000. 
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FREEDOM, SECURITY AND JUSTICE IN EUROPE 

The international and regional framework which makes the priorization of defense 

policy and national security has changed radically since the end of the Cold War, particularly 

after September 11th, 2001. The uncertainty and instability become the main features of 

international politics, marked by the emergence of new risks and new threats, which represent 

new obligations for States who identify themselves as responsible members of the 

international community5. 

The development of a particular police event or other nature in a faraway country, has 

immediate impact in the country due to the massive display of its effects, through the media 

and the feeling of insecurity that causes on the common citizen. The "reconceptualization of 

security forces to recognize the presence of strangers as a defining element of contemporary 

societies, who do not identify with the dominant speaches and, therefore, can be seen as 

instability factors (...)"6.  

Europe has been the most attractive continent in the world throughout the twentieth 

century the scene of migratory movements of great intensity, as exemplified by the forced 

migration and ethnic movements in the first half of the century XX and intra-European 

migration north towards south the mid-70s7. Today, migrations represent an essential 

component of European population growth, helping to retard the harmful effects of aging. 

Population pressure, poverty in the South, tensions between the dynamics of integration 

and fragmentation and the scarcity of natural resources are matters for consideration under the 

current policy and strategic framework8. 

The phenomenon of globalization, associated with the free movement of persons and 

property, led to the establishment of priorities including the need to produce policies, able to 

unite all the concerns inherent in this phenomenon9. 

Going back to the 19th century, we find that the rights of citizens of today, have no 

comparison with the existing at that time, nor with the immediate postwar period. The nation-

                                                
5Oliveira P., O Imigrante Tipo em Portugal: Definicoes Conceptuais e Metodologias de Abordagem, Dissertacao 
de Mestrado em CPRI – Globalizacao e Ambiente, FCSH – UNL, 2009 
6 Rodrigues T., Dinamicas Migratorias e Riscos de Seguranca em Portugal, IDN cadernos, No. 2, Lisboa, 2010: 
34 
7 Rodrigues T. et allii, Regionalidade Demografica e Diversidade Social, Porto, Ed. Afrontamento, 2009 
8 Viana R., in Silverio P.J.A., O Conceito de Seguranca da Nova Ordem Internacional, Relatorio Final da Pos-
Graduacao em Direito e Seguranca, UNL-IESM, 2007 
9 Oliveira P., O Imigrante Tipo em Portugal: Definicoes Conceptuais e Metodologias de Abordagem, Dissertacao 
de Mestrado em CPRI – Globalizacao e Ambiente, FCSH – UNL, 2009: 10 
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states were forced to reframe their traditional citizenship policies, due to the growth of 

economic and policy migrations in the late eighties and throughout the nineties10. 

As a result of global free trade and capital flows, economic rights were extended to non-

resident and resident non-nationals, such as contract workers for a certain period of time. 

Moreover, the limit of political rights became increasingly blurred with the emergence of dual 

nationality and length of the voting rights of expatriates first and even second-generation11. 

Successive waves of immigration have produced multicultural policies that have forced states 

to develop new definitions of citizenship and political and social rights12. 

In 1990, there was the Intergovernmental Conference which reviewed the Maastricht 

Treaty13, providing for a new citizenship, "Citizenship of the Union", including the following 

principles: 

- The European Union citizens are nationals of EU Member States ("Citizenship of the 

Union shall complement and not replace national citizenship"); 

- The European Union citizens have the right to reside anywhere in the EU; 

- European Union citizens have the right to elect and be elected in local elections, 

wherever they reside in the European Union. 

- Citizens of EU in third countries are entitled to consular protection by the embassy of 

any EU member state. 

- The European Union citizens have the right to petition the European Parliament and 

write to any institution in any official language of the European Union. 

However, this did not mean that all citizens have equal rights in all Member States. 

Each Member State has its own set of civil, economic, political and social rights being 

selectively granted to citizens of other Member States. For example, citizens of a Member 

State, can not vote in national elections in another Member State. Moreover, and still giving 

as an example, a citizen of ethnic minority residing in another Member State, has not the same 

right of equality, as the national minorities of that State. On the other hand, the rights of EU 

citizenship only effectively apply to EU citizens, because they decide who is the EU citizen, 

                                                
10 Brubaker,  Habermas,  Hollifield, Favell in Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European 
Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2005 
11 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
12 Kymlicka in Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York, 2005 
13 The Treaty of European Union (Maastricht Treaty) Official Journal C, 2002-12-24, No. 325-5 
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and therefore who has access to economic and political rights granted under the Treaty on 

European Union14. 

The state is no longer an autonomous and independent organization, constituted only by 

its people, closed in itself. Speaking of rights, participation and representation in politics, are 

in fact issues that go beyond national citizenship, breaking definitively with the classical order 

and formal nation-state15. 

The European Union policies on citizens' rights and internal security are divided into 

four major categories: 

- Free movement of persons among Member States of the European Union, ranging 

from the right to work and residence until the removal of border controls among these 

Member States. 

- Fundamental rights of citizens of the European Union (EU) in other EU Member 

States, such as the right to equality in economic, political and civil rights. 

- Immigration and asylum, policies involving cooperation on refugees matters and 

common policies regarding nationals of third countries. 

- The police and judicial cooperation to combat drug trafficking, terrorist activities, 

cross-border crime and illegal immigration.16 

In fact we are dealing with two large universes. The first two concern the rights of EU 

citizens who move between and / or living in other member states of the European Union. The 

last two reflect how the Member States and EU institutions decide on the access to national 

citizenship rights and the European Union, and how these rights should be guaranteed and 

protected. 

The Treaty of Rome introduced a structural right of citizenship, the right of citizens of a 

Member State may seek employment in any of the other Member States, contributing with 

this measure, to remove all physical barriers, allowing the movement of people and goods. 

Subsequently, the Treaty of Maastricht added the "third pillar of the European Union," also 

called "justice and home affairs", which provides for and regulates the free movement of 

persons, establishing policies on immigration and police and judicial cooperation. The big 

                                                
14 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
15 Soysal in Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York, 2005:164 
16 Seniutienė D., Greičius S., The Schengen Convention influence on Lithuanian Border Organization – 
Jurisprudencija 73 (65), Vilnius 2005, ISSN 1392-6195 
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change occurs with the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty17 in May 1999, adding a 

new Title (IV) to the Treaty on European Union, with the goal of creating an area of freedom, 

security and justice. For the implementation and consolidation of this new amendment, the 

governments of the Member States met, respectively, in December 1998 and October 1999, 

the European Council in Vienna and Temple, where defined a plan that consisted of a "space 

of freedom "covering the free movement of persons, combating all forms of discrimination 

and protection of fundamental rights. 

It was defined a "security zone", as a common policy to combat trafficking in human 

beings, weapons, drug trafficking, corruption, fraud and terrorism. Today there is talk of 

super-terrorism, in which there are large-scale suicide actions: biological terrorism, chemical 

terrorism and nuclear terrorism. "It's a new designation created by the work of the same name 

written by Yonah Alexander and Milton Hoenig18 and refers to a new phase of terror covering 

advanced media increasingly powerful and lethal, including biological, chemical and nuclear 

design and implementation of transnational, corresponding to the late twentieth and early 

twenty-first century, ie the period after the Cold War and thus the phase of monopoly on 

globalization"19. 

And finally, a "judicial area", as it provides equal access for all EU citizens to justice, 

cooperation between the authorities of the Member States in civil issues as well as minimum 

standards and common to all Member States, in the definition of unlawful and criminal 

behaviours their procedures and condemnation. 

THE FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS  

The Treaty of Rome established the free movement of persons, based on the 

fundamental objectives of the European Economic Community. However, these rights do not 

fully apply to nationals of third countries, even if they are married to EU citizens20. Secondly, 

the Treaty of Rome made it possible for any Member State to refuse entry of another citizen 

of the U.S., for reasons related to threat to national security, public health or public order. 

Based on this pleading, the Member States maintained their border controls within the 

European Union. Later, in 1985, Member States approved a document entitled "Completing 

                                                
17 Treaty of Amsterdam amending the treaty on European Union, the treaties establishing the European 
Communities and related acts, Official Journal C 340, 10 November 1997 
18 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
19 Lara A. de S., O terrorismo e a Ideologia do Ocidente, Ed Almedina, Coimbra: 2007: 66 
20 Barret in Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York, 2005 
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the Internal Market" (European Commission, 1985), which suggests the complete elimination 

of internal border controls from December 1992. However, several measures were taken by 

the Council to remove controls on the free movement of goods by that date, however little has 

been done in the removal of controls on the free movement of people, because most Member 

States were reluctant to remove these controls without harmonized rules, such as visa 

requirements and common policies on asylum. Due to the requirement of unanimity, the 

Council failed to reach agreement on such rules at that time. Meanwhile France, Germany, 

Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg in 1985 signed the Schengen Agreement that provides 

for the elimination of border controls between signatory states. The intent of the Schengen 

Agreement was to create an area without travel restrictions, in which border controls between 

participating countries were eliminated and there was greater cooperation in combating 

transnational crime. Later the Schengen Agreement was incorporated into cooperation 

agreements with the EU that currently includes all EU countries except Ireland, Cyprus, 

Romania, Bulgaria and the UK. 

Since 1954, all Nordic countries are members of the Passport Union of the Nordic 

countries, which also provides an area without travel restrictions which include Iceland, 

Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway. When the Nordic countries-EU members - 

Denmark, Sweden and Finland - have joined the Schengen agreement, Norway and Iceland 

had to enter into an agreement with the Schengen countries in order to retain the Union of the 

Nordic Passport. 

In 1999, Norway therefore concluded an agreement with the EU on its association with 

the Schengen Agreement. This agreement allowed Norway to take part in the planning of new 

laws on the implementation, application and further development of the Schengen acquis (the 

whole set of agreements and legislation relating to the Schengen system). In order to create an 

area with a common external border and no internal border controls, all participating countries 

establish similar requirements for entry. This means, for example, that must have common 

rules on visa requirements for nationals of third countries. On the other hand, the visitor visas 

are generally valid in all countries Schengen. Moreover, all countries included in the 

Agreement, must rely on the ability of other countries to carry out satisfactory border 

controls. 

The Schengen acquis also provides for cooperation between police authorities of the 

participating countries. The Schengen Information System (SIS), a joint information system, 
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allows the police to the Schengen countries to issue communications concerning wanted 

criminals, missing persons and stolen property. 

This system centralizes two broad categories of information relating to a vehicle or 

other objects sought and on people. For the latter, the SIS contains data relating to persons 

wanted for arrest and extradition, persons not nationals of a Member State of Schengen, 

whom are refused entry into the Schengen area, missing persons or to be placed under 

protection, people sought by judicial authorities in connection with criminal proceedings, 

persons under discreet surveillance or specific checks. SIS can also include the name of the 

owner of stolen goods, that in criminal proceedings, as well as the driver of the vehicle and its 

occupants under surveillance. 

In the SIS fit into other data types, including those related to arrests for extradition 

purposes, like in case of loss, search for minors or persons who should be interned following a 

decision by a competent authority, not admitted to the territory under an administrative or 

judicial decision taken in accordance with national procedural rules, or on a public or national 

security threat, or failure to comply with the standards for entry and stay of foreigners, with 

the arrest to be brought to justice, even as a witness in criminal proceedings or to comply with 

a term of imprisonment. 

The European Council has become the main executive body on the application of 

Schengen rules. 

IMMIGATION AND ASYLUM  

The Maastricht Treaty brought together immigration policies, police and judicial 

cooperation, ensuring that these issues should not be treated as rights and freedoms of 

citizens, but as issues related to security. The regular meetings of the political sphere between 

the ministers of justice and home affairs, tended to produce non-binding resolutions and 

recommendations, instead of consolidating and effective joint actions or decisions21. The 

easing of travel restrictions on third-country nationals to study in the European Union, a 

transit visa system common to all Member States, a uniform format for residence permits and 

burden sharing with regard to admission and residence of refugees, were some of the few joint 

actions of major reference22. 

                                                
21 Guild and Niessen in Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. 
Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2005 
22 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
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In October 1999 and in line with the goals of the Amsterdam Treaty, the Tampere 

European Council defined the following basic elements of European immigration policy: 

- Comprehensive approach to the management of migration (the police must cover 

migration meeting the needs of the European economy as well as the protection of asylum). 

- Nationals of third countries should, when possible, have equivalent rights to nationals 

of the Member State in which they live. 

- Creation of partnerships with the origine countries including policies of co-

development. 

- Need for a common asylum policy that fully respects the terms of the Geneva 

Convention and the obligations of Member States under international treaties. 

Between 2000 and 2001, the Commission issued a series of legislative proposals, such 

as common rules for non-EU citizens working in the EU, the right of third country nationals 

to family reunification programs and technical and financial assistance to third countries on 

immigration and asylum. Also adopted a directive that established minimum standards for 

temporary protection of displaced persons on grounds relating to environmental disasters, 

persecutions on political or economic reasons. Later, in January 2003, the Council adopted a 

Directive laying down minimum standards of reception for asylum seekers. In June 2008 the 

Commission adopted an Action Plan on Asylum, which provides and clearly defines the way 

it was intended to give the asylum policy of the European Union . 

The European Union can now define how the Member States grant asylum and 

temporary protection visas to nationals of third countries. 

THE GROWTH OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AND ITS CONSEQUENS  

Most Western European states have felt some difficulty since 1980, to prevent the entry 

of asylum seekers, refugees for economic and political and illegal immigrants, why is 

recognized today the European continent, the continent as a multiethnic. In the mid nineties, 

6% of EU residents were racial minorities, ethnic or religious. In the 90s, Europe became 

embroiled in a wave of asylum demands for political reasons, and especially war-related 

economic problems of citizens from the former Yugoslavia, Ethiopia, Somalia, Afghanistan 

and the region Great Lakes, especially in Burundi and Rwanda23 (Hix, 2005). It is estimated 

that in 2001 alone, the Union has registered a total of 366,269 asylum applications in greater 

numbers requested to Germany with 88,363, followed by Britain with 70,135 requests. Today, 
                                                
23 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
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Europe is home to approximately 8% of indigenous and about 6.5% of minorities in 

immigration status. In response to changing patterns of global migration, European 

governments have chosen to promote policies of social integration of minority populations 

through the application of the principle of equal opportunities, the greater proximity and 

greater control of immigration and asylum. In the 1990s, organized crime also increased in the 

European Union24. Environmental crime, money laundering, corruption, drug trafficking and 

terrorism are issues that are part of organized crime that usually occurs in areas outside our 

borders25. 

At the beginning of the century. XXI, has witnessed a growing internationalization of 

organized crime, with profits obtained of crime committed in another state, contributing to 

this, the increasing mobility of its authors. It also helped not only the development of 

technological means, but also the abolition of frontiers in the field of customs control and 

movement of people26. 

The absence of border controls within the internal market, has not facilitated the 

increase of migration and organized crime. The increased migration of fact, when there was 

the collapse of communism, the Balkan wars and crises in North, East and Central Africa. 

Similarly, organized crime in Europe is linked to the globalization of capital flows and 

national policies practiced by the various EU Member States, especially as regards the 

liberalization of laws on soft drugs like cannabis. The lack of physical controls on the 

movement of goods, services and people, has made it difficult for national governments, the 

pursuit of independent policies to control migration and international crime. 

The changing nature of European society and cross-border crime, made the European 

Union created by Decision 2007/125/JHA of the Council for the period 2007 to 2013, a 

specific program "Prevention, Preparation and Consequence Management on terrorism "as 

part of the" Safety and protection of freedoms ", to support projects on preventing and 

combating crime, organized or not. This program has as main objective to prevent and combat 

crime, including terrorism, drug trafficking, human trafficking, arms trafficking, corruption 

and fraud. It includes five major areas: crime prevention, law enforcement, protection and 

support to witnesses and protection of victims. It aims to develop greater coordination and 

                                                
24 Hix S., The Political System of the European Union; The European Union seris,ed. Palgrave Macmillan, New 
York, 2005 
25 Teixeira N.S. (Coord) – Estudo para a Reforma do Modelo de Organizacao do Sistema de Suguranca Interna, 
in Relatorio Preliminar. Instituto Portugues de Relacoes Internacionas (IPRI) , Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 
Lisboa 2006: 25 
26 Rodrigues T. et allii, Regionalidade Demografica e Diversidade Social, Porto, Ed. Afrontamento, 2009 
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cooperation between various authorities and bodies of the EU, to promote best practices on 

protection of victims and witnesses and to develop an integrated and closer, strategies for 

preventing and combating crime, ensuring greater security in Europe.  

CONCLUSIONS  

Schengen area - is an important achievement in the development of Europe as an area of 

open borders. Freedom of movement means that each person is entitled to cross the internal 

borders at any point and no border checks are needed. The refusal of border checks at internal 

borders necessarily means a lack of security, since the Member States lose an important 

national tool to control people coming into the country, establishing their identity.  

What the future will bring as regards law enforcement authorities cooperation is difficul 

to predict. Given that globalisation is more likely to increase overall in many areas rather than 

decrease, there is every reason to assume that the globalisation of law enforcement authorities 

cooperation will also continue. This will in the first instance involve the expansion and 

refinement of the existing types of cooperation. This is because the EU Treatys offers 

opportunities to organise law enforcement authorities cooperation not only from a more 

operation point of view than at present but also to make it more mandatory for the Member 

States. 

One of the core objectives of the European Union is to provide its citizens with a high 

level of security within an area of freedom, security and justice. That objective is to be 

achieved by preventing and combating crime through closer cooperation between law 

enforcement authorities in the Member States, while respecting the principles and rules 

relating to human rights, fundamental freedoms and the rule of law on which the Union is 

founded and which are common to the Member States. 
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IŠŠŪKIAI REGIONINIAM SAUGUMUI  

Danguolė Seniutienė* 
Mykolo Romerio universitetas 

Paulo Fernando Violante De Oliveira ** 
Lusófonos humanitarinių technologijų universitetas 

S a n t r a u k a   

Straipsnyje pristatomos aktualios problemos, susijusios su regioniniu saugumu, kurios atsirado 
Europos Sąjungoje, bei Šengeno erdvėje globalizacijos proceso įtakoje.  

Šio straipsnio tikslas atskleisti pagrindines grėsmes kylančias regioniniam saugumui ir ieškoma 
pasiūlimų teisėsaugos institucijų veiklos bendram koordinavimui, aptariamos prioritetinės 
bendradarbiavimo kryptys.  

Europos Sąjungoje palaipsniui sukurta didžiulė valstybių sienų nevaržoma erdvė, kurioje 
žmonės gali judėti netrukdomi pasienio kontrolės. Viena iš kertinių ES suteikiamų privilegijų yra ES 
piliečiams įtvirtinta laisvo judėjimo teisė.  

Nors laisvo judėjimo teisė įteisinta nuo ES įkūrimo, tačiau jai įgyvendinti reikėjo užtikrinti 
žmonėms saugią vidinę aplinką ir sukurti veiksmingą mechanizmą, kuris padėtų kontroliuoti išorines 
sienas. Siekdamos paspartinti laisvo asmenų judėjimo principo įgyvendinimą, 1985 m. birželio 14 d. 
Vokietijos kanclerio Helmuto Kolio ir Prancūzijos prezidento Fransua Miterano iniciatyva, Belgija, 
Liuksemburgas, Nyderlandai, Prancūzija ir Vokietijos Federacinė Respublika Šengeno mieste 
(Liuksemburgas) pasirašė Susitarimą  dėl laipsniško kontrolės panaikinimo prie bendrų sienų. 1990 
metų birželio 19 dieną tos pačios Susitariančios šalys pasirašė papildomą sutartį, taip vadinamą 
Šengeno konvenciją , dėl 1985 metų susitarimo įgyvendinimo, kur numatytos bendros išorinių sienų 
kontrolės, vizų išdavimo ir prieglobsčio teikimo, policijos ir muitinės bendradarbiavimo taisyklės bei 
saugumo užtikrinimo priemonės. 

Temos aktualumą rodo tai, jog didžiausias sunkumas, su kuriuo susiduriame, tebėra reagavimas 
į globalizacinius pokyčius kovojant su nusikalstamumu ir nelegalia imigracija, plėtojant Europos 
teisingumo erdvę, gerinant visų asmenų saugumą pasitelkiant terorizmo ir sunkių nusikaltimų pavojų 
nustatymo priemones, taip pat užtikrinant tinkamą saugumo ir privatumo pusiausvyrą. Tam reikalinga 
sutelkti EU valsybių narių pajėgas.  

Siekiant atsakyti į temos problematiką, straipsnyje naudojami tyrimo metodai: analizės, 
analogijos, apibendrinimo, analitinis, sisteminis metodai. Pagrindinis metodas – mokslinės literatūros 
analizė, tai yra duomenų rinkimas iš mokslinės literatūros, nacionalinių ir tarptautinių teisės aktų. 

Pagrindinės sąvokos: Europos Sąjunga, regioninis saugumas, tarptautinės organizacijos, 
globalizacija, teisėsaugos institucijų bendradarbiavimas. 
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